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                NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 
 
 
           I would like to take this opportunity  
     to announce my retirement as Editor of "THE  
     A-KI-KI." 
 
         Publication of our society's quarterly  
     has afforded me a great deal of pleasure and 
     enjoyment and I wish to thank everyone for  
     their help and cooperation. 
 
 
 
                Emily K. Murphy, Editor  
                "THE A-KI-KI" 
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          ADOPTIONS 
 
  The adoption of children as we        or the survivor of them, as the case  
know the legal process is a recent      may be, shall consent in writing to  
development in Western society.         such adoption... 
  Most United States laws come from        A child so adopted, as aforesaid,  
English common law. One exception is    shall be deemed for the purposes of  
the adoption law. "Blood lines" were    inheritance...the same to all intents  
so important to the British that it     and purposes as if such child had been  
was not until the Adoption of Chil-     born in lawful wedlock of such parents  
dren Act of 1926 that adoptions were    or parent by adoption..." 
legal in England. The preference in        In Indiana, legislation` was enacted  
the inheritance of an estate was a      in 1855 providing for the adoption of  
"blood line" successor-no matter how    children. A petition could be filed  
distant in relationship. In quite       in the circuit court naming the child,  
unusual cases where it was imperative   its age, whether it had any property,  
to provide an heir, even illegitimate   and if so, how much. 
offspring of a family member could,        "Such court, when satisfied that it  
through complicated steps, be made a    will be for the interest of such child,  
legitimate heir.                        shall make an adoption order that such  
  Victorian literature abounds with     child be adopted, and from and after  
romantic tales of female waifs, raised  the adoption of such child it shall  
in abject misery, fancied by noble      take the name in which it was adopted  
youths, and finally, triumphantly,      and be entitled to and receive all  
found to be long-lost daughters of      rights and interest in the estate of  
aristocracy. The great moral of each    such adopting (parents)..." 
story is, obviously, blood will tell       This law continued with little modi-  
all.                                    fication until it was drastically amen-  
  In the 1850s, American states be-     ded in 1941. 
gan to make legal provisions for adop-     It is puzzling why there was sudden-  
tions. One of the first laws (Texas,    ly such a flurry of interest in adop-  
1850) made adoption analogous to the    tion laws in the 1850s. 
transfer of real property:                 In reviewing the Smatter of adoption, 
  "Be it enacted by the Legislature     the legal form with all the attendant  
of the State of Texas, That any per-    rights of inheritance should be dis-  
son wishing to adopt another as his     tinguished from a de facto adoption  
or her legal heir, may do so by fil-    with its related human emotions. 
ing in the office of the Clerk of          This kind of nonlegal adoption has  
the County Court in which county he     existed for many centuries in England  
or she may reside, a statement in       and later in America-in the form of ap-  
writing, signed and duly authenti-      prenticeship. Apprenticeship, or "bind-  
cated as deeds are required to be,      ing out" as it often was called, provi-  
which statement shall recite in sub-    ded no inheritance (as a rule) or perpe- 
stance, that he or she adopts the       tuation of a family name. It did offer  
person named therein as his or her      training for the child and often gave  
legal heir..."                          the child a feeling of belonging to a  
  This law remained in effect un-       second family. This other family in  
til 1931 when it was modernized.        many instances became as important as  
  In 1851 Massachusetts enacted a       the biological one. It was in this re-  
law establishing judicial proced-       lationship that the individual gained  
ures for adoption:                      his lifetime vocation and role in so-  
 "Any inhabitant of this Common-        ciety. 
wealth may petition the judge of pro-     This apprenticeship system was val-  
bate, in the county wherein he or she   uable for dealing with orphaned chil-  
may reside, for leave to adopt a child  dren. It gave them secure substitute  
not his or her own by birth.            families and in some measure delayed  
  If both or either of the parents      the need for legal adoption laws. 
of such child shall be living, they       Researchers will find these records 
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informative and much more easily lo-      stipulated in the indenture, but 
cated than late 19th century adoptions,   frequently with a horse and saddle. 
which are buried somewhere in unindexed   Quite often a daughter accompanied 
court records.                            the lad when he left (as a bride, of 
  The system of apprenticeship dates      course). 
back to the medieval guilds-perhaps        Nevertheless, apprenticeship car- 
further.                                  ried with it some loss of social 
  Colonial Pennsylvania adopted, with     standing--"I'll bind you out!" was a 
slight modification, the Elizabethan      common threat of an irate father to 
statute of 1563 concerning apprentice-    an erring son. 
ship. The terms of indenture frequently    Pennsylvania laws were incorporated 
were less than the seven years prescrib-  in the statutes of the Northwest Ter- 
ed for all apprentices in England.        ritory and later were in part a basis 
  William Penn's "Frame of Government,"   for the governments of Ohio and Ind- 
published in 1682, provided, "All chil-   iana. The manner of indenturing or 
dren within this province of the' age of  apprenticing followed much the same 
12 years shall be taught some useful      form in Indiana as it had in Pennsyl- 
trade or skill, to the end that none may  vania. 
be idle but the poor may work to live,      An apprenticeship could come about 
and the rich, if they become poor may     as an only solution to a problem or 
not want."                                in some instances as the best solu- 
  Apprenticeship was not merely a sys-    tion to a problem. 
tem of labor, it was a method of educa-     In Indiana prior to 1850 the care of 
tion--especially of the poor. Although    the indigent in each township came 
abused at times, it trained good work-    under the overseers of the poor. From 
men. This custom seemed to serve well,    the Record of the Overseers of the 
both economic and social needs until le-  Poor of Brookville Township (Frank 
gal adoptions came into practice in the   lin County, Ind.) for the year 1819: 
late 19th century.                          "May the 29th 1819-this day was 
  The articles of indenture were drawn    Sold to Artimus Moore, (he being the 
with all the care of a conveyance of      Lowest Bidder) Sally Spears a Pauper 
real estate. The master was required      on the County of Franklin and in 
to provide food, clothing, shelter, care  Brookville township, said Pauper was 
in sickness and a certain amount of       sold By Way of Public Out cry and un- 
schooling, usually three or four terms,   till the first monday in may 1820, 
and to teach the apprentice his skills.   and said Artimus Moore is to keep 
These could be blacksmithing, farming,    her the said pauper Comfortably Cloth 
carpentering or similar trades.           ed and give her Wholesome Diet, and 
  The apprentice was obligated "his       to Receive for his Reward Ninety thre 
said master faithfully to serve, his      Dollars and fifty cents." 
secrets keep, his lawful commands every-   In this manner were the adult poor 
where readily to obey."                   taken care of until the poor farms or 
  The relationship between the appren-    county infirmaries came into use af- 
tice and his master usually was mutually  ter the new state constitution. The 
helpful. He was considered a member of    youths were apprenticed. 
the family and so treated. He took an      "May 24th 1819-William and Robert H. 
interest in the property and prosperity   Holland put apprentices to John Davis 
of his master. Few apprentices were a-    to Learn the fulling, Carding, Dying 
bused, but laws were passed providing     and Spinning Business, both put until 
punishment for a master who ill-treated   they shall have attained the age of 
his apprentice. Further, there were       twenty one years, they are both to be 
severe penalties for apprentices who      Comfortably fed and Clothed by sd 
ran away or did not render loyal ser-     Davis and to have each twelve months 
vice.                                     Schooling, Six months of which shall 
  At the termination of his apprentice-   be after he Who is to Receive the sam 
ship, the master often fitted him out     shall have become seventeen years old 
with not only the two suits of clothes    and when either of them shall have 
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ariven to the age of twenty one years    to her child until court action. In  
he shall have a New Suit of Clothes      agency placements, the mother relin-  
Worth forty Dollars or forty Dollars     quishes her child to the adoption  
in lue thereof-Said William Holland      agency before adoptive placement,  
was Born March the 23rd 1807-Said        surrendering all rights with the a-  
Robert Henderson Holland born Octo-      gency assuming guardianship in the  
ber 28th 1813."                          interim period. 
   It was not until the 1850s that         Over the years adoption officials  
American states began to make legal      have made every effort to erase the  
provision for the adoption of chil-      blemish of the past and insure equal  
dren.                                    status of adopted children with legi-  
   Previous to that time, any bona       timate offspring. This was reflected  
fide adoptions (few though they were)    in the "best interests" formula of  
were matters for the state legisla-      the courts. Why should any person  
tures.                                   carry the lifelong burden of a birth  
   The true genesis of our adoption      certificate stamped "illegitimate?"  
laws, whatever their exact vintage,      Why should anyone have a father list-  
seems to lie in an increasing concern    ed as "unknown?" 
for the welfare of neglected and de-       It naturally followed that the  
pendent children, a concern that was     court record was "sealed" and the  
apparent in many parts of this coun-     birth records was "sealed." In fact,  
try. These statutes, as they evolved,    in some cases birth records were al-  
radically departed from what was at      tered and spurious birth certificates  
first conceived as a concern for the     issued. It is assumed that the reason  
continuity of the adopter's family.      for this security is to protect the  
The welfare of the child became the      adoptee and adoptive parent from any  
primary concern of subsequent laws.      incursion by the birth parent. It  
   The "best interests" formula has      further allows the birth parent to  
consistently been honored by courts      make a new life free from the dis-  
and is a uniquely American contribu-     grace of past errors. 
tion to the law of adoption.               When many (but not all) persons  
   Adoptions come about from two aven-   learn that they are adopted, it seems  
ues, independent placements and adop-    to follow as night the day that they  
tion agencies. Independent or private    seek to learn who they are. One might  
placement has always existed, provid-    suppose they would not want to con-  
ing a right for the birth mother to      trast loving adoptive parents with un- 
give her child to whomever she wishes.   known birth parentage. However, you  
Arrangements are made by the physician,  cannot adopt a pedigree. A pedigree  
attorney or some other third party. In   is a bloodline. Therefore, it is  
independent adoptions, there usually is  with a single-minded obsession some  
no anonymity. Because there were many    adoptees begin a search that may go  
inappropriate private placements, var-   on for years. Some searches uncover  
ious states set up standards and proced- identities, others do not. 
ures to safeguard adoptive children.       Research of this kind probably is  
   The development of adoption agencies  the most challenging and certainly  
is the result of the indefatigable ef-   requires persistence and perseverance. 
forts of the Child Welfare League of     Tragically, the goal often is a Pan-  
America and the Children's Bureau.       dora's box that would better be left  
Both attempt to improve care and ser-    unopened. 
vices for the nation's children, espe-     A score or more books has been  
cially those that are deprived, neglec-  written graphically describing these  
ted or dependent.                        searches. "The Search for Anna Fisher  
   The most important difference be-     by Florence Fisher" probably is the  
tween independent and agency adoptions   most widely known. 
is the relinquishment process. In in-      There is an impressive roster of  
dependent adoptions the birth mother in  organizations concerned with assist-  
some instances retains her legal rights  ing adoptees in the search for birth 
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parents. ALMA (Adoptees Liberty         age, fragility, rarity or size. 
Movement Association), established        Random samplings of books to be 
by Florence Fisher, has several         loaned include: 
state units. The home office is           Gwathmey's "Historical Register of 
ALMA, Box 154, Washington Bridge        Virginians in the Revolution, Soldiers, 
Station, New York, N.Y. 10033.          Sailors, Marines, 1775-1783." 
   An Indiana organization that           "History of Ross and Highland Coun- 
attempts to help adoptees seek in-      ties, Ohio (1880)" 
formation about their origin was          "John Fleming: Carolina to Californ- 
formed by Martha Barrow. Informa-       ia, Some Descendants and In-Laws, 1734- 
tion can be obtained from Search        1972" by Reese. 
for Tomorrow, Box 441, New Haven,         The address NGS is 1921 Sunderland 
Ind. 46774.                             Place, NW, Washington, D.C. 20036. 
                                          A similar privilege is offered by 
"GENEALOGY"                             the New England Historical Genealogical 
January, 1979                           Society. Membership with this vener- 
No. 42                                  able institution is $30 and brings its 
                                        quarterly, "The New England Historical 
          ************                  and Genealogical Register," as well as 
                                        the advantage of borrowing books. 
       ARMCHAIR GENEALOGY                 Three titles or three volumes may be 
                                        borrowed at a time for a charge of $3, 
   A family historian living in         which includes postage. You may submit 
Petersburg, Ind., or Pikeville, Ky.,    titles you would like to borrow and 
may be among the most ardent and en-    learn if they are available. More to 
thused in the field.                    the point is to purchase a three-volume 
   His efforts at research may be       catalogue ($12) that lists more than 
limited to writing letters and quer-    10,000 items for the New England states 
ies. This can be frustrating and        and New York state, which they will loan 
fruitless. He may go to his grave       A fourth volume is in process that lists 
without every visiting any of the       the family histories. 
great record repositories in Wash-        The address of NEHGS is 101 Newburg, 
ington, Fort Wayne or Chicago, and      Boston, Mass., 02116. 
may never visit any of the minor          For more than 20 years Floyd Hoenstine 
ones at Frankfort, Louisville, or       Box 208, Hollidaysburg, Pa., 16648, has 
Evansville.                             offered a book rental service. His pre- 
   Yet in either Petersburg or Pikes-   sent catalogue of 604 pages (hardbound, 
ville a frustrated family historian     $19) is not just a catalogue but a bib- 
can become a successful armchair        liographic research tool for Western 
genealogist.                            Pennsylvania. 
   Membership in the National Genea-      He lists 2,201 items he will loan. 
logical Society is $20 annually. For    These include such items as: 
this you receive the excellent quar-      "Biographical History of Lancaster 
terly, but more important, a member       County (1872)." 
may borrow materials from the group's     "Genealogy of the Deckard Family 
library. For an additional fee of         (1932)." 
$10, you may secure a catalogue and       “Briar Creek Church Records," Col- 
have the privilege of borrowing books     umbia County, 1799-1881. 
as long as you are a member. The cost     "Historical Register and Dictionary 
for each loan is a service fee and        of the U.S. Army." 
postage.                                  The 137 volumes of the Pennsylvania 
   There is a 1971 "Library Loan Ser-     Archives. 
vice Book List" of 245 pages and a        He does not just list a title, but 
1975 supplement of 178 pages. There     annotates it so there should be no doubt 
are books on heraldry, Indians, pass-   in your mind if this is a book you wish 
enger lists, military, source records   to borrow, 
from all the states, family genealo-      For example, "Descendants of Adam 
gies and more.                          McPherson" he describes as "an account 
   Not all books circulate because of   of the ancestor's arrival in America, 
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his Revolutionary War services, re-        partial. 
sidence in Lancaster, migration to           In 1855 an unique survey was con- 
Kentucky and his descendants in Ohio,      ducted concurrently. This was acen- 
Indiana, and Iowa. Also genealogy          sus of deaf and dumb, blind and insane 
of the Steele and Wickham families."       for each county. Entries for each in- 
  To borrow, you pay the amount shown      dividual include name, age, post office 
as the value of each book. Hoenstine       address, nature of ailment, and name 
will pay the postage and mail you the      of the head of family with whom resid- 
book, which may be kept 30 days. Up-       ing. There is no index for this record 
on return of the book, he will mail        series. 
you 75 percent of the deposit. The           There are endless interesting records 
McPherson book is valued at $14, so        some with more or less useful content. 
it would actually cost you $3.50,          Those with ancestors who were educators 
plus return postage.                       might be intrigued with the record of 
  This catalogue is made extremely         their certificate to teach or supervise 
useful with a cumulative index list-       in grade and high schools. Entries 
ing over 40,000 names with over 120,       (1861-1921) include name and residence 
000 references.                            of each educator; dates of certifica- 
                                           tion and duration of validity; educa- 
   ARCHIVES INVENTORY: Illinois            tional deficiencies of teachers certi- 
                                           fied; and place and date of examination 
   Each of the 50 states or common-          One of the most substantive series 
wealths have a department of archives,     in the archives collection is the "U. 
The quality and quantity of records        S. General Land Office Records for Il- 
to be found is wide ranging. The           linois." There is no clue to the size 
North Carolina Archives at Raleigh         of these holdings, but it is vast. 
and the Maryland Hall of Records at        District land offices were established 
Annapolis are household words for          at Kaskaskia, Shawneetown, Edwardsville 
historians and genealogists in those       Vandalia, Palestine, Springfield, 
areas.                                     Quincy, Danville, Chicago, and Dixon. 
   To make the information in these        Most of the records generated at these 
vast collections accessible many of        offices have survived. 
the repositories have issued guides          Researchers turn to these records 
or finding aids. The latest of             with high expectations-hoping to learn 
these is the "Descriptive Inventory        the previous residence of their pioneer 
of the Archives of the State of Il-        ancestors. For example, in the "Regis- 
linois." It was prepared under the         ter. Abstract of Applications to Pur- 
direction of John Daly, the State          chase Land..." is found the following 
Archivist, and is a book of 708            information-date of application and/or 
pages with a 131 page separate in-         purchase; name and residence of pur- 
dex. Mr. Daly assisted in the pre-         chaser; amount of purchase price, and 
paration of a similar inventory for        so forth. Thus, it is possible that 
the City and County of Philadelphia        George Musgrave, having just arrived 
in 1970.                                   in Illinois might give his former re- 
   Illinois is one of the few places       sidence, Montgomery County, Virginia. 
with state censuses that have survi-       A fact that could be worth half the 
ved. These wonderfully enhance the         tea in China. 
decennial federal census. They are           Now for the bad news. These records 
in a few instances complete for            are not indexed and to come by the 
every county. In 1825, for example,        sought after places of residence re- 
returns exist for Edwards, Fulton,         quires investigative skills of first 
and Randolph Counties only. Other          rate quality. Now for the good news. 
state schedules include 1830, 1835,        The Illinois archives has undertaken 
1840, 1845, 1855, and 1865. In all         to index these records by computer. 
years only the head of the house-          All good genealogists genuflect toward 
hold is named. The total number of         Springfield! 
inhabitants for each age group is            Probably the most provocative re- 
listed. Indexes range from none to         cords (at least for some) are the ar- 
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chives of the Illinois and Michigan      Sample entry: 
Canal. There was a scheme to build        HEFFERON, Mrs. Donald (Virginia), 
a canal from Chicago to Ottawa in         2921 Carpenter St., Racine, WI 
Lasalle County. It was to connect         53403 
Lake Michigan with the Illinois River.   THOMPSON, Lorenda 1830-1844 Erie Co. 
Many of the laborers on the canal con-   PA-Sumner, IA 
struction were Irish as well as other    SUDDITH, Isaac 1755-1854 VA-Grant Co. 
immigrants fresh from Europe.            IN. 
  The Illinois archives holds 89 time    WOOD, James c1727-1810 Bucks Co. - 
books which date from 1840. These are    Chester Co. PA 
daily records of the number of hours     ENGLE, Frederick ?-1737 ?-Chester 
worked by the laborers and employees     Co. PA  
of the canal. In addition to the 
names of the laborers the record var-     "The Year Book," The Genealogical 
iously lists rates of pay, monthly       Forum of Portland, Oregon, Inc., 
totals of hours worked, deductions       Room 812, Neighbors of Woodcraft 
from pay for supplies furnished and      Bldg., 1410 S.W. Morrison St., Port- 
the signature of the employee.           land, OR 97205 (90 pp., 8'Jfx11) pric 
  Another series of seven volumes        not given.  
records the supplies charged to the 
laborers. These included tea, cof-       Sample entry: 
fee, tobacco, molasses, shoes, beef,      IMLER, Mrs. Ralph H. (Ethel Mildred 
pork, and flour. Entries include          Darby) 
name of the laborer; type and quantity    10102 S.E. 92nd Ave., Portland, OR 
of supplies; and date and place sup-      97266 
plies were delivered. Alack and alas,     Darby (OH-IN-KS), Bradford (PA-IN- 
neither series is indexed.                IL), Moon (IN-KS), Scott (OH-NY).  
  The Illinois State Archives is lo- 
cated in Springfield, Illinois 62756.            ************  
Their telephone: (217) 782-4682. 
                                         ANNOUNCING PUBLICATION - "Admission  
         ************                    Record Indianapolis Asylum For Friend- 
                                         less Colored Children, 1871-1900." 
  There is little that is more useful 
for the family historian who does most    The Religious Society of Friends 
of the research by the mails than sur-   have long maintained an interest in 
name exchanges. Three have recently      the welfare of blacks and following 
come to hand.                            the Civil War much of their work was 
  "The Red River Valley Genealogy        directed to establishing schools, sup 
Society Surname Index, January 1979."    port of the Freedman's Bureau and lik 
(40 pages, 84ixll) $2 from Mrs. Charles  matters in the South. 
Edgerly, 1317 8th Ave., S., Fargo, ND     In 1869 Quakers in Indianapolis 
58103                                    saw the need for organized effort to 
Sample entry:                            provide care and training for the 
  Mrs. Jack Merryman, 2425 9th St.,      children of slaves seeking homes in 
Fargo, ND 58103 is interested in the     northern towns. In 1870 the Indiana- 
Harrison family of Indiana and Tenne-    polis Asylum for Friendless Colored 
ssee in 1810.                            Children was organized. A building 
                                         was constructed at 317 W. 21st St., 
          ************                   and actively used until 1922. 
                                          Recently surviving records have 
  "Small World! 1978 Surname Index       been transferred to the Society li- 
and Membership list, Milwaukee County    brary. Included are minutes of the 
Genealogical Society, 916 East Lyon      board, financial records and admis- 
St., Milwaukee, WI 53202 (62&[11 pp]     sion records. The admission record 
8½ xll) $2.75.                           for 1871-1900 has been transcribed  
                                         by Jean Spears and edited by Dorothy  
                                         Paul, both members of the Society. 
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All books listed below may be ordered   scriptions in 80 family cemeteries, 
from: Genealogical Publishing Co.,      25 church cemeteries, and several 
        Inc.                            small proprietary cemeteries. Ap- 
      111 Water Street                  proximately 1,500 persons are listed. 
      Baltimore, MD 21202               The data is limited to persons who  
                                        died before 1900 or were born before 
MARRIAGES, Maryland, 1778-1800. By      1850, except for family cemeteries, 
Robert Barnes. 300 pp., indexed.        where every headstone has been re- 
Balto., 1978 (no price given)           corded. Contains 2 indexes: one of  
                                        names of those who are mentioned in 
This work, a sequel, is a list of       the body of the text and a shorter in- 
about 16,000 marriages recorded         dex of places, which points up the 
from 1778 to 1800. Arranged al-         close links between Maryland, just 
phabetically by groom's names,          across the Potomac, and King George 
each entry lists the bride's            County.  
name, the date, and sometimes the 
parents' names, and the source of       THE ANNALS AND HISTORY OF HENRICO 
the information. There is also an       PARISH, Diocese of Virginia and St. 
index of brides' names.                 John's P.E. Church. by J. Staunton  
                                        Moore. 578 pp., illustrated, indexed, 
OHIO MARRIAGES EXTRACTED FROM THE       cloth. $25.00 
OLD NORTHWEST GENEALOGICAL QUAR- 
TERLY. Edited by Marjorie Smith.        The history of Henrico Parish begins 
356 pp., 1975 Hdbnd. $17.50,            in 1611 and by 1634 its boundaries en- 
Sftbnd. $15.00                          compassed present-day Chesterfield and  
                                        Powhatan counties on the south of the 
TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF ORANGE        James River, and Goochland County on 
COUNTY, VIRGINIA. By Margaret C.        the north. Herein, we find the names 
Klein. 120 pp., indexed, wrappers,      of 10,000 persons who appear in lists 
Baltimore, 1979 $8.50                   of communicants, marriages, baptisms,  
                                        burials, and inscriptions - marriages: 
Picking her way through weeds and       Court records-1682-1791 (incomplete); 
thickets, Dr. Klein recorded tomb-      marriages: Church registers-1815-1903; 
stone inscriptions in 150 family        baptisms, 1815-1903; inscriptions; and 
cemeteries, 33 church cemeteries,       communicants (post 1860).  
and some half-dozen proprietary 
cemeteries, resulting in the enu-       EARLY VIRGINIA FAMILIES ALONG THE 
meration of perhaps as many as          JAMES RIVER, Volume I, Henrico County- 
3,000 Orange County inhabitants,        Goochland County. By Louise Pledge 
giving dates of birth, death, and       Heath Foley. 138 pp., maps, indexed, 
frequently specifying family re-        cloth.  $15.00  
lationships. The data includes 
those persons who died before           Mrs. Foley has abstracted land records 
1900 and/or were born before 1850.      from the 14 volumes of Patent Books for 
                                        the 100 year period 1632-1732. The 
TOMBSTONE INSCRIPTIONS OF KING          main body of the text consists of a 
GEORGE COUNTY, VIRGINIA. By             chronological series of abstracts, giv- 
Margaret C. Klein. 74 pp., in-          ing name of patentee, location and ac- 
dexed, wrappers, Baltimore, 1979        reage of patent and date of settlement 
$7.50                                   with copious references to family mem-  
                                        bers and owners of adjoining properties 
In the manner of the publication        and most important, the names of the 
listed above (Orange Co.) this work     settlers brought over as "headrights."  
comprises a record of tombstone in- 
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"GREATS AND GREAT, GREATS" FREE queries are reserved for members  
                           of the Kankakee Valley Genealogical  
                           Society. They will be handled on a  
                           first-come, first-served basis. All  
                           queries must be typed or printed for  
                           legibility and should be limited to  
                           a maximum of 50 words whenever possi-  
                           ble. NON-MEMBERSHIP QUERIES will be  
                           published at a fee of $1.00 per query. 
 
 
 
            Mrs. Donna Hoverson Loyd, 1462 W. Budd Blvd., Kankakee, IL 
 
RITCHEY     Will exchange information on Jacob Levi ZIMMERMAN, 1835-1881, 
SCOTT       b. Henderson Co., Kentucky; m. Ethel Apoline SCOTT, Schuyler  
ZIMMERMAN   Co., Illinois, d. 1864 also m. Columbia Ann RITCHEY 1847-  
            1909, b. Schuyler Co. Illinois. Siblings of Jacob Levi  
            ZIMMERMAN were William, John III, Marion, Joseph', Elizabeth, 
            Augustus, Mark, James, Martha, Patman, and Adeline. 
 
             Mrs. Mildred Stark Stadler,  262 S. Elm St., Manteno, IL 60950 
 
ARNOLD      Will exchange information on Benjamin STARK, m. Mary ARNOLD  
HAMBLETON   14 March 1804, Henry Co., Kentucky; Their marriage license  
STARK       states "Our daughter, Mary Arnold," signed by James and  
            Patty Hambleton. Was Mary a foster child - was she a child  
            of PattyHambleton by a previous marriage??? 
 
            Ms. Norma Meier, 490 N. Maple, Clifton, IL 60927 
 
ARPIN       Searching for burial place of Joseph Arpin of Cloud County, 
CARON       Kansas, who died while visiting a sick brother in June 1895.  
            A railroad strike prevented the body from being shipped back  
            to Kansas. A former resident here, Joseph m. Eugenia Carona 
 
            Mrs. Robert L. (Nelda) Ravens, RR #1, Box 261, Bonfield, IL  
            60913 
 
LANGLOIS    Will exchange information on Ovide LANGLOIS, b. circa 1850, 
ROCHON      Canada, son of Pierre LANGLOIS, mother. said to be an Indian, 
            d. 1920 or 1921 in Chicago, IL, m. Sophia ROCHON, b. 13 April 
            1852, d. 25 Dec. 1929, Chicago, IL: They were married in  
            1873 in Canada and removed to Chicago between 1873 and 1878.  
            Ovide Langlois was a shoemaker by trade and had served in 
            the Canadian Navy. Their church was St. Anne Catholic Church. 
            Would like information on their parents and siblings. 
 
CRIST       Will exchange information on Joseph CRIST, b. in Germany, d.  
            circa 1922, lived in area of Winimak, Indiana and in North  
            Judson, Indiana, Wife (unknown), children: Joseph, Jr.;  
            Fred, Mary, Helen, and Josephine. 
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           SURNAME INDEX 
 
 
 
AINSWORTH 13              FANSELOW - 34 
ALLEN - 24, 25            FARNLEY/FARNLY - 22, 23 
ARNOLD - 31, 35           FELTON - 32 
ARPIN - 31                FENDER - 27 
                          FISH - 20 
BACH - 34                 FISHER - 5 
BAIN - 35                 FLEMING - 6 
BARNES 9                  FOLEY - 9 
BARNEY - 18, 19, 20       FUNGEST - 10 
BARROW - 6 
BASFORD - 32              GENSCHAW - 33 
BELAMY - 27               GIBBONS - 32 
BISSET - 25, 26           GIERKE - 33, 34 
BLESSING - 32             GOBLE 33 
BLODGET - 20              GRAHAM - 30 
BRADFORD - 8              GREFE - 34 
BUNDY - 35                GRIFFIN - 28, 29 
BUSSELL - 33              GRIMES - 29 
                          GUNDY - 30 
CANADA - 10, 11 
CARON - 31                HAINES 13 
CHEVALIER - 34            HALVERSON - 10 
CHIPMAN - 27              HAMBLETON - 31 
CLARK - 33                HAMPTON - 35 
COE - 16                  HAYES - 33 
COLE - 18                 HAYHURST - 24, 25 
CONTWAY - 16, 17          HAYWOOD - 24 
COOK/COOKE - 35           HEFFERON - 8 
CRIST - 31                HEFS(?) - 10 
CRITZIRE - 10             HEIDEMEIER - 34 
CYPHIN - 19               HENDRICKS - 26 
                          HEP - 15, 16 
DALY - 7                  HEWES - 22 
DARBY - 8                 HICKS - 27, 28 
DAVIDSON - 26             HOENSTINE - 6 
DAVIS 4                   HOLLAND - 4 
DAYTON - 10               HOLTKAMP - 34 
DECKARD - 6               HOVERSON - 31 
DELIAN - 17               HURLEY - 22, 23, 24 
DENNIS - 22 
DESSERY - 34              IMLER - 8 
DICKEY - 12               ISAACS - 35 
DIJKSTRA/DYKSTRA 32 
DORNBROCK - 33            JESSUP - 19 
DOYLE - 34                JONES - 13, 14 
DREWS - 33 
                          KENDALL - 12 
EDGERLY - 8               KENNEDY - 35 
ELLEDGE - 32              KLAASSEN/KLASSEN - 32 
ENGLE - 8                 KLEIN - 9 
EXLINE - 18               KNIGHT – 30 
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SURNAME INDEX (Cont'd.) 
 
 
LANCE - 35                STEGEMANN - 34 
LANGLOIS - 31             STEPHENS - 32 
LILLY - 19                STRAHL - 34 
LINE 13                   SUDDITH - 8 
LOWE 18                   SWEET - 21 
LOWELL - 26 
LYNDS 17, 18              THOMPSON - 8 
                          TRUE - 16 
MATTOCKS - 14 
McCOY - 32                ULDERSHOFF - 32 
McPHERSON - 6 
MEIER - 31, 33, 34        VAIL - 20, 21 
MERRYMAN - 8              VAN KIRK - 21 
MONTGOMERY - 24           VICORY - 15 
MOON - 8                  VICTORY - 11 
MOORE - 4                 VIMPANY/VIMPENY - 3 
MULLER - 33 
MULLOY 34                 WALSH - 34 
                          WARD - ID, 17 
NICHOL - 29, 30           WEEKS - 35 
NORRIS - 35               WEHDE - 33 
                          WELLS - 12 
O'BRIEN - 22, 23          WEST - 12, 15 
ODLE - 35                 WHEELER 19 
OLDS(?) - 11              WILSEY - 21 
                          WILSON - 21 
PARKS - 18                WOOD - 8 
PATTEN - 35 
PATTERSON - 17, 32        YARHAM - 33 
PAUL - 8                  YONKE - 22 
PIERCE(?) - 12            YOUNG - 24 
PITMAN - 35 
PURDY 33                  ZIMMERMAN - 31 
                          ZULK - 33 
RAVENS - 31 
RITCHEY - 31 
ROCHON - 31 
ROWE - 23 
 
SANFORD - 13 
SCOTT - 8, 31 
SCRAMBLIN 16 
SCYFUS - 19 
SHANCK - 28 
SHATTON - 28, 29 
SHAW - 26 
SHERWOOD - 10 
SMITH - 9, 11, 30 
SPEARS - 4, 8 
STADLER - 31 
STARK - 31, 35 
STARKEY - 25 
STAUNTON - 9, 14, 15 
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